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1. SUMMARY

S1.1 Report Period

, -The sixth quarter of contract activity involved: (1) implementation

of changes identified during initial test and evaluation experiments,

*(2) specification of additional technical improvements, and (3) tests of

procedures for evaluation of the group aid. The following tasks were

S.completed during the report period:

(1) A series of changes were completed following test and

evaluation experiments and system demunstrationa included were:

(a) algorithms for sensitivity analysis override and tree

traversing, (b) procedures for scale definition for attributes

and for overall values, and (c) provision for individualized

• :attribute weighting.

" (2) Additional technical improvements to the group decision aid

were begun in parallel with those described above. Among the

S.- changes are: (a) stored descriptions of major alternatives,

events, and attributes, (b) interactive sensitivity analysis,

5 displayed graphically for both probabilities and values, and

(c) new conflict resolution algorithm, based on individual

differences at the root node.

(3) Experiments were performed to determine the operational

- applicability of the system evaluation measures and methods

developed by CACI. Both aided and unaided group sessions

were analyzed using the evaluation instrument. Some

modifications to the procedures were made, and a set of

guidelines for future application were developed.
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1.2 Next Period

The contract period during the next quarter will primarily

concentrate on the finalization and testing of the system improvements

and extensions. The specific items of work for the next period include:

(1) Implement and test system improvements and extensions.

(2) Transfer system to NADC for demonstration.

(3) Prepare for preliminary experimental evaluation of system;

perform evaluation.

1.3 Program Milestones

The milestone chart for the contract program is shown in Table 1-1,

-with the report period illustrated as the checkered portion.
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2. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

2.1 Statement of Problem

Constant escalation in weapons cost and effectiveness, as well as

* the increasing complexity of international relations, makes military

decision making more critical today than ever before. In today's military

environment, most upper-level decisions are made by committees and staff

groups. Typically, such groups contain experts from several speciality

areas, who bring to the decision environment disparate sets of values.

Decision time is usually limited, the decision making procedure is

relatively unstructured, and intragroup conflicts arise on a broad variety

-. of issues. Consequently the group is unable to consider the maximum set

of alternatives, conflicts are not resolved in an optimum manner, and the

resultant decision is rarely up to the aggregate potential of the group

membership.

2.2 Rationale
.

Decision analysis offers a promising approach to solving these

problems. The analytical procedure of building a decision tree formalizes

Pthe decision process, and permits incorporation of individual values

(utilities) into the selection of alternative courses of action (Hays,

O'Connor, and Peterson, 1975). However, decision analysis as it is
usually practiced, is a highly personal and time-consuming process.

Decision analysts are often called upon to assist in the solution of

problems ranging over a large variety of domains. In most cases, the

* .decision analysts know far less about the problem domain than do their

clients. Thus their contributions are confined primarily to the phases

of formalization and optimization. While optimization is usually computer

, "assisted, the formalization phase invariably has been accomplished

Li
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manually, using lengthy interviews of persons more familiar with the

problem area. This approach is generally incompatible with the conditions

of command group decision making.

Accordingly, it would be highly worthwhile to automate the

formalization phase, using an interactive computer system to interrogate

the group members and to construct a decision tree based on their

responses. The purpose of the research undertaken here is to develop and

evaluate the means by which such an interactive aid could be used to

improve group decision making.

2.3 Objectives

The goal of the research program addressed in this progress report

-is to develop an automated decision tree elicitation system using on-line

sensitivity analysis with direct real-time group feedback and evaluate its

effectiveness in aiding group decision making.

The specific objectives of the current program include the

following:

(1) Develop computer programs for efficient, comprehensive,

elicitation of decision trees from a decision making group.

(2) Develop computer programs for identifying structural and

numerical differences among the contributions of individual

group members, for merging these contributions and for

resolving the points of conflict.

(3) Develop effective means for displaying to the group the

results of the elicitation procedures and conflict analyses.
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(4) Integrate the various programs and techniques into a complete

Uaiding system which can be readily transferred to other test

envi ronments.

(5) Experimentally test the Group Decision Aid, using a variety

* of representative military decision problems, to demonstrate

its advantages under realistic conditions of use.

(6) On the basis of the developmental effort and the exper ntal

results, establish guidelines and recommendations for ire

military applications of the group decision aiding met )gy.

"2-2
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3. SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

3.1 General

The initial system tests, described in our recent technical

report (Leal, et al, 1978), were highly successful. The initial

- development goals of the system were realized, in that experienced

groups were able to work effectively with the aid toward the solution

"* of a realistic and representative decision problems. At the same time,

a number of system areas were identified in which existing features could

S- be modified, or new features added, in order to improve overall system

performance and power. Suggestions for candidate improvements came

.. (1) from our review of original system goals; (2) from our review of
Crelated developments in computerized decision aiding, such as the IBM

5100 aiding packages produced for ARPA/CTO by DDI; (3) from suggestions

made by knowledgeable visitors to whom the system was demonstrated, such

as Dr. Clinton Kelly, of DDI; Dr. Martin Tolcott of ONR; Dr. Ward Edwards

of USC, and others; and (4) from suggestions made by our ARPA monito-s

and other ARPA personnel.

The improvements selected for implementation during the FY78 period,

3i.e., by September 30, 1978, include modifications for tree traversing,

"" scale definition, attribute weighting, stored descriptions, interactive

sensitivity analysis, and new conflict identification algorithms. The

first three of these, tree traversing, scale definitions, and attribute

weighting, have now been implemented. Section 3.2 describes these changes.

* ,Plans for the remaining changes, now in progress, are detailed in Section

3.3.
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4.

3.2 Implemented Improvements

The following changes to the group decision aiding system have

been completed. These modifications enhance the decision theoretic fidelity

of the aid and are particularly important for the NADC cooperative effort.

Tree Traverser. It is unrealistic to expect the group to be

able to develop a decision tree without error the first time. Alternatives

will be forgotten; events will be found too improbable to be included;

formally closed branches will be reopened, etc. A tree restructuring

capability has been implemented which permits groups to alter previously

build protions of the tree at any time. Movement to the decision node

desired is shown by a cursor under the control of the intermediator.

Scale Definitions. It is critical to define clearly the endpoints

and properties of the utility scales. The scales of both the attributes

and the action/event nodes must be defined consistently. Each attribute

is scaled by defining the worst possible level to be zero and the best

possible to be 100. Shortened labels are assigned at each of these

endpoints, such as in the example below.

$100 million $20 million

Loss Loss

0 100

Suggestions have been made for a reversible scale, on which the zero point -

will be the best situation, e.g., zero hostages killed, zero dollars lost,

etc. However, this would make translations from attribute scales to

overall value scales difficult. The use of well-defined endpoints is "

expected to solve this problem.
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The overall utilities of actions or events are similarly defined

by labeling a single, common scale, established early in the analysis.

Again, the zero point corresponds to the worst possible state, while the

100 point denotes the best possible state. At the same time, consistency

is maintained by having the upper and lower endpoints correspond to all

zeros and all lOOs on the individual attributes, respectively. Finally,U
for flexibility, changes can be made to the labels at any time during the

task.

Adjustable Attribute List. The construction of the attribute

list is the first task the group must perform. However, it is very

difficult to foresee the applicability of the attributes to particular

future alternatives or outcomes. An adjustable attribute list has been

included to allow new attributes to be added and to allow irrelevant ones

to be deleted.

For the most part, the attribute set should be invariant with

5 respect to the alternatives. This is because the attribute membership

derives from the set of objectives characterizing the problem, and not

from the choices present. However, development of the decision tree may

bring to light additional considerations which should be included as

n attributes. For ease of comparability across actions, such changes may

have to be incorporated in previously evaluated nodes.

.i-" Attribute Weighting. It is unlikely that the attributes will all

be equally important with respect to the particular alternative in conflict.

A number of researchers (Newman, Seaver, and Edwards, 1976; McClelland,

1978) have shown that differential weighting (distinct weights for each

attribute) is important in most real-world situations. The evaluation

function will then take the following form:

3-3



Uj = wi Aij

where U. is the overall utility of outcome J

wi is the importance weight of attribute i

Aij is the level of attribute i occurring with outcome j

The weights w. define the policy of the decision maker with regard

to the different dimensions of outcome. This policy should be invariant

with respect to the possible alternatives. The attribute levels, on the

other hand, characterize the choices or outcomes along the dimensions --

costs, tactical gains, political impact, etc. As such, these levels vary

with each choice and must be estimated for each point in conflict.

The importance weights will be elicited from each participant

after definition of the set of attributes. The elicitation process is

patterned after that used by DDI (Selvidge, 1976) and by SSRI (Gardiner

and Edwards, 1975). In short, comparisons will be made of the importance

of swings across the range of each attribute. One of the attributes will

arbitrarily be given a weight of ten points. Each remaining attribute

will be compared to the first attribute by estimating the importance of

a change from the lowest to highest level compared to a change from

lowest to highest on the first attribute. For example, if a swing across

the range of the second attribute is twice as important as a swing across

the range of the first attribute, a weight of 20 will be assigned. Once

all of the attributes are thus weighted, a normalization is made: Each

attribute is set equal to its raw weight divided by the sum of raw weights

and then multiplied by 100. This results in a summation of all weights

to 100 points.

The frames used during the attribute weighting process are shown

in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Figure 3-1 depicts one of the attribute comparisons

3-4



IMPORTANCE WEIGHT ESTIMATION

VALUE

0 "HOSTAGE SAFETY" 100

Fol
KILLED

0 ii100.3 DIRECT COSTS"

$10 MILLION NO
LOST COSTS

FIGURE 3-1. ATTRIBUTE WEIGHTING FRAME
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CONFLICT RESOLUT10ON

WFT

100-

80-

60-

40-".

20 --

20.

A1I A2  A 3  A 4  A5 6.

A,: HOSTAGE SAFETY A3: - - - -

A2 : DIRECT COSTS A4 : - - - -

FIGURE 3-2. WEIGHTING CONFLICT RESOLUTION FRAME
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described above. The upper scale in the figure is used as the baseline,

3 and is assigned a value of 10 (shown at the right of the frame). Edch

of the remaining attributes is compared in turn to this attribute.

If there is a conflict in estimation after the normalization

process, the frame shown in Figure 3-2 is displayed. This is a graphical

display of the normalized individual estimates. Discussion and re-

estimation using the scale comparison technique then follows. The

- arithmetic mean of the estimates is used in all later calculations,

although the final individual weight vectors are stored for possible

* later tests of conflict.

3.3 Improvements in Progress

The following changes to the group system are now in progress.

-- These improvements are schedules to be implemented by October 1, 1978.

3Interactive Sensitivity Analysis. One of the most important

functions of the group decision aid will be to provide information about

' individual problem elements through sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity

analysis tells how the relative attractiveness of the various actions

*change as each single aspect of the decision is varied. The parameters

planned to be varied are the overall node values, the attribute levels,

* the attribute weights, and the event probabilities. Each of these will

"- be described below.

A graphic format will be used for displaying the sensitivity

analysis. Figure 3-3 illustrates an example display using as a variable

*. the overall node value. The figure is a plot of the utility (the expected

value) of actions 1, 2, and 3, the root actions, as the value of the node

in question is varied across its possible range. The sensitivity shows

3-7
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1.0

UTILITY .75- ACTION I

OF

ACTION A 5
) .50- ACTIlON 3

': ACT 10N 2-

.25-

0II I

25 50 75 100

VALUE OF CONSEQUENCE K

FIGURE 3-3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS REGARDING VALUE OF CONSEQUENCE K

1.0

UTILITY ,75_

OF 
.5

ACT ION X ACTION 1
.50 ACTION 2

ACTION 3

.25-

0m

0 0" 5020 75/°  100%

PROBABILITY OF EVENT H -

FIGURE 3-4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS REGARDING PROBABILITY OF EVENT H
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information about crossover points, values at which the favored action

changes. The example in Figure 3-3 shows action 3 favored until the node

value goes above 50, after which action 1 becomes favored. For

computational simplicity, samples of the values can be taken at 10 point

intervals. This should provide sufficient information for making the

K mplot.

Sensitivity analysis for the attribute levels and weights are

slightly more complicated. For attribute level, the plot would be the

same form as that of Figure 3-3, with attribute Ai defining the abscissa

rather than value K. Sensitivity analysis for the attribute weights, on

the other hand, would substitute the attribute weight wi for value K.

Both the attribute level and weight analyses require a complete folding

back of the tree.

Sensitivity analysis with respect to probability of events is

again similar. Figure 3-4 shows how a probability of event H can be

-tvaried across a 0 to 100% chance of occurrence to determine its effect

on the values of the various actions. If more than two events are possible

. -- at the node in question, the ratio of likelihoods between the remaining

events will be kept invarient. This form of sensitivity analysis is

3especially useful regarding value of information. Information that changes
* "the probability distribution sufficient to justify its cost can be

identified.

Each of the above sensitivity analyses will be available to the
-" intermediator. Requests for a specific analysis will be made by the

participants.

Stored Descriptions. It is sometimes difficult to capture complex

*- . alternatives or outcome situations with a few words (currently ten letters

3-9



for tree descriptions). A small amount of time should be used by the

group to develop detailed definitions and descriptions of each major

alternative, event, and attribute. The descriptions may be displayed at

any time for reference. The description may include such items as the

actor, the action, the recipient, the situation, and the time frame.

An example of an action description follows:

Display Strength: Deploy carriers immediately to

Mandero City and await response.

New Conflict Resolution Algorithm. The current conflict

identification and resolution algorithm is somewhat arbitrary in the sense

that there is only an indirect relationship between differences in values

and differences in preferred actions. For example, it is possible to have

large differences in opinion as to the value of an event, but agreement

on the initial decision (at the root of the tree). A new algorithm will

identify conflicts only as those differences of values that cause a

difference in the initial decision. The sensitivity analysis program

will test each participant's values, one at a time. If a conflict is

present, the node just opened will be decomposed into attributes. The

previous conflict algorithm concerning differences in attribute levels

will then be used. After recombination, the overall values will again be

tested for conflicts at the root decision. If a conflict is still present,

the remaining nodes will, one by one, be decomposed into attributes until

either the root decision conflict is resolved or no further discussion is

desired.

Probability conflicts will be tested in a parallel fashion, by

averaging the value estimates and determining if the probability differences

result in choice differences at the root node.
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4. TESTS OF CACI EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

P CACI, operating as subcontractor to Perceptronics, produced in

June, 1978, a comprehensive set of evaluation measures to test the group

* . decision aiding system (CACI, 1978). In July, 1978, Perceptronics and

CACI arranged to undertake "shakedown" runs on these measures by

ll scheduling and analyzing several group sessions in a one-week period.

Dr. Bert Spector of CACI assisted in these tests and performed much of the

analysis. One of the two sessions involved use of the group decision aid,

while the second group of three subjects was unstructured. Since the

objective was one of testing the measurement instrument, college students

were used, and no attempt was made to balance for age or background. Both

groups dealt with the counter-terrorist scenario. Stereo audio recording

was used to augment the audit trail for analysis of the sessions.

*.-, For the most part, the 23 measures of the evaluation instrument

were found to be satisfactory for characterizing the aided session. About

i half of the measures were also found to be applicable to the unaided

session analysis. The conflict resolution and utility loss measures were

not applicable because values or probabilities were not estimated during

the non-aided session. A memo describing modifications made to the

pmeasures, along with guidelines for application, was prepared by
Dr. Spector. This memo "Applying Evaluation Methodologies to the Group

Decision Aid," is attached as Appendix A.

While the sessions were not intended for comparison of conditions,

some behavioral observations were made. The findings were interesting

enough to warrant a replication of the unaided condition with a second

group. This second group received additional debriefing to elicit

specific values and probabilities.

4-1
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All three groups, two unaided and one aided, used almost the full

three hours to discuss options and come up with a course of action. The -

unaided groups tended to settle in on a plan early in the analysis and

modify it to reflect new considerations and contingencies. One of the

unaided groups, as a result, did not consider the immediate attack option

at all, and simply expanded the stall and attack alternative. The other

unaided group split into two factions, one supporting immediate attack

(2 members) and the other supporting a stall and attack plan (I member).

These factions followed the classic group stratagem of finding points to

support their own position. After approximately two hours of such

conflict, the person favoring a stall tactic capitulated, although many

of that member's considerations were incorporated in the final plan. All

in all, the unaided groups were able to come up with a fairly rich analysis

of the problem, mentioning many actions, events, and contingencies (in one -

case, producing a richer set than the aided group). This appeared to be
because they gave very little attention to ranking or rating the

alternatives, estimating probabilities, or considering attributes. The

objectives of recovering the bombs and saving the hostages were often

mentioned, but the set of considerations was never consistent.

The final recommendations produced by the unaided groups were

quite detailed regarding the final plan. However, no secondary options ._

and few rationalizations for the choice were provided (although these

were requested). It appears that the unaided groups would have had a

difficult time of communicating the rationale for their plan or changing

the plan as new circumstances arose. The aided group produced a less

detailed but much more systematically analyzed and communicable course of

action.

Some recommendations for further work appear necessary. Several

of the system changes planned for the next few months, notably the tree

traversing and new conflict resolution procedures, appear indispensible.

4-2
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Also, experienced decision makers familiar with the problem area should

be used. Such individuals would be able to formulate courses of action

and estimate consequences much more effectively than a scenario-trained

group. Finally, a situation estimate scenario with established "ground

truth" would be instrumental for providing objective analyses.

4-3
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INTRODUCTION

This memorandum documents the procedures, findings, and recommendations

that resulted from several experiments in which evaluation measures and

methods developed by CACI (1978a) were implemented. The system being

evaluated was the Perceptronics (1978) group decision-making aid. The

first section discusses the operational applicability of the evaluation

measures to both experimental and control treatments and describes the

further development of some of the measures to improve their compara-

' .'. bility and monitoring ease. Second, procedures that should be followed

in future evaluation experiments involving the group aiding system are

, detailed. Finally, recommendations are developed to improve the inter-

pretability of future evaluation experiments.

OPERATIONAL EVALUATION KASURES

Evaluation Exercises

i On 18-19 July 1978, two experimental tests of the evaluation measures

were conducted at the Perceptron-ics test site. One test involved a

. 'three-person team attempting to resolve a crisis management scenario

(CACI, 1977) with the assistance of the group aiding system. The other

test, a control treatment, involved a different three-person team con-

fronted with the identical scenario and tasking, but given no aid or

* %prompting whatsoever. Hence, the control group was free to develop its

own procedures, rules, and methods for resolving the crisis scenario.

This free form control treatment, more than any other type of control

group, is probably closest to ad hoc crisis management task forces th.t

- are formed in government to deal with real crisis situations. Any

decision-making structure or formalization of procedures that evolves

during task force operations is generated internaily and is not imposed

by external sources. On the other hand, the e:perimental treatment,

% 1



involving the use of the group decision-making aid, imposes the struc- -

ture and processes of format decision analysis techniques on the decision-

making team.

The evaluation measures were able to monitor sensitive assessment cri-

teria for both the experimental and control treatments. Comparison of .'
identical measures for each treatment provided a systematic baseline

against which the performance differential produced by using the group

a'ding system could be judged. The current set of evaluation exercises

prcvides ample evidence of the applicability and utility of the evalu-

ation measures developed by CACI to assess the Perceptronics group

aiding system. The procedures and recommendations resulting from this

evaluation comparison are described in this memorandum. However, due to

the small number of cases (N=2), sampling deficiencies, and the transi-

tional state of the group aiding system itself, the evaluation scores
V

calculated from the experimental data do not validly represent the oper -

ational utility of the system. Hence, these figures will not be pre-

sented in this memorandum.

Applicability of Evaluation Measures to Control Treatments

Most of the evaluation measures developed by CACI to monitor team perlor-

mance with the group aiding system can be employed with little or no mod-

ification to monitor team performance in control settings as well. Due

to the absence of any structure imposed by the experimenter in the con-

trol treatment, it is difficult to predict procedures that the control

group will employ and, thus, to derive a set of evaluation measures that

is jointly applicable to experimental and control treatments under all

conceivable circumstances. However, there are likely to be several

important commonalities between the performance of experimenzal and co.- -

trol groups that enable equivalent measurement. First, tasking for both

types of groups in the current scenario requires that teams produce a

recommended course of action at the conclusion of their sessions. Second,

2
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in their deliberations team members in either type of group are likely

to generate various alternative actions and evaluate the extent to which

these actions are likely to achieve team-valued objectives. These common

performance elements enable compatible measurement of the aided (experi-

mental) and unaided (control) groups using the same evaluation measures

developed by CACI (1978a).

L

Table 1 presents the evaluation measures from CACI's (1978a) report that

r .are compatible with data derived from unaided (control) groups. Most of

- - the measures are directly compatible; that is, data that are likely to

be obtained from control treatments will code easily into the categories

.-.. .required by the evaluation indices. A few of the evaluation measures will

-. require the data obtained from unaided groups to be transformed into de-

cision tree format to enable comparable measurement. Only four evaluation

measures are likely to be incompatible in monitoring the control treat-

ments. Each measure in the last category involves inoexing of value

assignments, which are not likely to be generated by control groups un-

- less they employ formal decision analysis procedures.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION tIEASURES

Application of the evaluation measures in the evaluation exercises helped

to refine and further develop some of the indices to make them more com-

parable in future experiments. Moreover, additional measures were sug-

*. -." gested in analyzing the exercise data. These developments are discussed

below.

Measures 2, 3, 4, and 6. Time Measures

Each measure can be expressed as a percentage of the total time expended

to complete the decision-making session (Measure 1). Together, these

S. four measures will equal 100 percent.

3
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Measure 10. Percent Nonproductive Branching

For clarification purposes, this measure should be relabeled, "Percent

Alternatives Not Included in the Final Recommendation."

Measures 11 and 12. Tree Scope and Contingency Planning

For clarification purposes, "tree scope" is defined as the total number

"- of choice and event points in the tree. The "percent effort devoted to

S"contingency planning" is defined as the total number of event points di-

vided by the total number of choice and event points in the tree.

Measures 19 and 20. Conflict Resolution Measures

Measure 19 monitors the reduction of utility differences without using

the Multi-Attribute Utility Model (MAUM) or averaging procedures and, as

such, does not apply to the group aiding system as it is presently con-

* figured. This measure is intended to tap the degree to which conflicting

group value assignments on an action or event. alternative are resolved

• ion subsequent revotes zfter group discussion. As presently formatted,

this cannot be done with the group aid. If a conflict arises, the group

can only choose either the MAJM or averaging procedures; it cannot choose

to discuss the conflicting positions and then vote again on the alterna-

tive. The aid would be greatly improved if the choice to conduct revotes

on conflicting value assignments immediately after discussion were made

available.

Measure 20 deals with the average reduction of attribute differences.

This index taps those utility votes on attributes within the MALU., pro-

cedure that continue to be in conflict and must be resolved through addi-

tional votes on the conflicting attributes. To make the results of this

measure more comparable, the outcome of the current equation (see Page

C-7 of CACI, 197 8a) should be divided by the first element in that equa-

tion (dealing with prior utility differences), and then multiplied by

100. The resulting measure can be relabeled, "Percent Attribute Con-

flicts Reduced."o5
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Measure 21. Coalition Formation Measure

The data elements included in calculating this measure deal exclusively

with strategic utility votes, that is, votes where there are significant

differences in opin-ion among team players. To make this measure more

- comparable, the quotient of the current equation (see Page C-8 of CACI,

1978a) should be divided by 200 (for three-person teams), subtracted -

from unity, and then multiplied by 100. The resulting index measures

• the degree to which there is utility agreement among all three team mem-

"- bers on alternatives in which there was initial conflict.

Measure 22. Implied Influence Measure

* To improve comparability, the outcome of the current equation (see Page

C-9 of CACI, 1978a) should be subtracted from unity. The resulting score

is interpreted as the percent averaged deviation between a player's and

the group's weighted utility assignments for each extended node. -"

Content and DJtcome Quality Measures

The scenario employed in the 18-19 July exercises is different from the

scenario originally developed by CACI (1977). All facts relating to U.S.

troops at Komsa were omitted, and data concerning the chances for success

" in an attack were added. Because these critical changes were not commu-

- nicated to CACI, the content and outcome quality measures must be adjusted.

The fifth ranked criterion for content quality, "provide supplies/assis-

-tance to U.S. troops at Komsa," and the seventh ranked criterion for out-

come quality, "actions to provide assistance to U.S. troops at Komsa,"

*[ must be omitted and the previous ranks reduced by one.

6
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New Measures Developed

Measure 20A. Percent Utility Conflicts Reduced After YMALI Procedures.

This measure uses identical calculations as Measure 20. However, the

utility votes that are compared are

C *• Initial value assignments on alternatives in which there
is conflict, and

*.Final value assignments on alternatives resulting from
successful MAUM procedures.

Measure 4A. Percent Time Expended Resolving Value Conflicts. This

measure is based on the calculation of time spent in MAUM or revote pro-

cedures.

Measure 12A. Percent Contingency Planning Activity. This measure di-

vides the number of event alternatives by the total number of alterna-

tives in the tree and multiplies the quotient by 100.

Measure 18A. Control Group Procedures. Of riecessity, this is a free

form monitoring of the basic procedures or structures instituted by the

control group. Data on how the control groups operated can provide im-

portant information to categorize and characterize control group perfor-

mance. For example, the results of extensive evaluation experiments may

suggest that teams using the group aid perform better than control groups,

which choose autocratic and nonparticipative procedures, but worse than
"- control groups that prefer participative brainstorming techniques.

* .EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The exercises conducted on 18-19 July can be viewed as preliminary tests

of the evaluation methods and procedures. Thus, they can be used as a

learning device to improve future experiments. Somc of the salient les-

Ssons are discussed on the following pages.
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Subject Selection

One of the most critical lessons to come out of the exercises concerns

subject selection. Greater control must be administered in choosing

subjects to participate in the experiments, controlling team composition,

and ensuring equivalency between experimental (aided) and control (un-

aided) treatments.

First, it is necessary to select subjects that are capable of dealing

with a complex scenario on a sophisticated level. The quality of group

deliberations and the practicality of the final recommended solution

depend on the sophistication of the participants in handling the subject

matter in the scenario. More sophisticated subjects are likely to yield

higher quality decisions. Typically, naive subjects confronted with a

complex scenario do not have sufficient background to know what the avail-

Able response actions are. Thus, their recommended solutions often appear

to be extremely general and too vague for practical implementation.

In the case of the current international crisis scenario, subjects require

the capacity for strategic and tactical thought, as well as some experience,

background, or knowledge concerning available options in such crisis sit-

uations. In the short term, -he best civilian subject pool for the cur-

rent scenario would probably include undergraduate political science and

military science (ROTC) Gtudents.

Second, it is essential to control for team composition. As discussed

in CACI (1978b), if adequate controls over team composition are absent,

alternative explanations for team performance and the quality of team

solutions may be posed. That is, without sufficient controls, it mav be

possible to assert that superior performance was obtained due to factors

[- such as prior experience in team decision-making or prior use of decision

analysis techniques by team members, rather than attributing the superior

. performance to the use of the group decision-making aid. Obviously, the
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point is to avoid the impact of such rival hypotheses. This can be

done by anticipating and controlling for them through subject selection

and team formation criteria.

Table 2 presents nine rival hypotheses that might be anticipated using

the current group aid and the current scenario. Each of these plausible

rival hypotheses comes from the scholarly literature on group dynamics
C in decision-making teams. On the basis of these hypotheses, it is pos-

sible to identify the characteristics of the ideal subject. They

include

, Limited or no decision analysis training,

* Limited or no team decision-making experience,

" r Limited or no experience with computer-based

systems,

v Limited or no crisis management experience,

- Limited or no familiarity with other team members,1
* Moderate levels of aspiration, andf-

' *- Moderate to extensive background in political.
science, international relations, or military
science.

A subject pool that is larger than the required number of subjects should

be interviewed by phone prior to the experiments to identify those persons

who best conform with the characteristics of an optimal subject. These

persons should be selected, and less than optimal subjects should be re-

jected.

Third, there should be ecuivalency between the aided and unaided groups.

Subjects should be scheduled to form balanced teams. That is, subjects

should be matched and assigned to teams so that the age and sex differ-

ences among teams are minimized.

9
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TABLE 2

Rival Hypotheses

Background Hypotheses .

1. If subjects had extensive experience working in similar decision-
making teams, their decisions and performance are likely to be
improved despite use of the Perceptronics aid (Stein, 1975).

2. If subjects had previous extensive experience or instruction using
decision analysis methods, their decisions and performance are likely
to be improved despite use of the Perceptronics aid (Goldman, 1965).

3. If subjects had previous extensive experience using computer-based
systems, their decisions and performance are likely to be imvroved
despite use of the Perceptronics aid (CACI, 1976b).

4. If subjects had previous extensive experience dealinz with similar
crisis management problems, their decisicns and performance are
likely to be improved despite use of the Perceptronics aid (Lorge
and Solomon, 1960).

, 5. If subjects are extremely familiar with their fellow team members,
their decisions and performance are likely to be improved despite
use of the Perceptronics aid (Greer, et al., 1954).

6. If subjects have high levels of aspiration, their decisions and per-
formance are likely to be improved despite use of the Perceptronics
aid (Lorge and Solomon, 1960).

Process Hypotheses

7. If particular subjects dominate team deliberations and expend more
time than their share, team decisions and performance may suffer
despite use of the Perceptronics aid (Stein, 1975).

S. If the subject playing the role of group leader uses an autocratic
leadership style, thus inhibiting team members from participating
in deliberations and offering alternatives, team decisions and per-
formance may suffer despite use of the Perceptronics aid (CAl, 1976).

9. If the experimenter's director interferes excessivelv in group pro-
cesses or interprets data from the system or team preferences incor-
rectly, team decisions and performance may suffer despite use of
the Perceptronics aid (Haines, et al., 1961).

10



Pre-Experimental Briefings

3 NWhen the subjects arrive at the test site they receive two different

briefings. The first is a training briefing, which consists of decision

analysis instructions and hands-on experience with the decision aid for

the experimental group, and problem-solving and team procedure discus-

Esions for the control group. The aided group should be instructed on

the sensitivity procedures structured into the group aid at this point.

S.For both group types, emphasis should be placed on the fact that the

u subjects will be working as a team in the upcoming experiments. At this

stage, discussion among group members should be encouraged so that in-

hibitions are reduced and informal team procedures and rules of oper-

ation can be established.

The second briefing deals with the substance of the crisis management

scenario and the team's tasking. Ideally, group members should read

the written materials independently of each other and then be given an

audio-visual briefing to summarize the salient facts. The written ma-

terial for such viewgraphs was provided by CACI (1977). Discussion

among group members concerning scenario facts should be prohibited un-

til the decision-making session begins. Informational questions can be

asked by team members, but responses should be limited to the data pro-

. -vided in the briefing materials to prevent bias in the distribution of

• . information across teams.

Session Procedures

Once the session has begun, the experimenter should refrain from leading

the team toward certain alternatives or joining in the discussion. Time

*checks should be announced every hour for each of the 3 hours, and a

clock should be present so that the teams can pace themselves.

To assist in subsequent analysis of the group sessions (both aided and

unaided), the experimenter should record a sequential list of all alter-

natives generated by the group, attributing each alternative to the

4.- 11



initiating member and categorizing each alternative as either an action

or event. This will assist in maintaining an audit trail of control

group performance, as well as enable richer interpretation of aided

group nodes in subsequent applications of the evaluation measures. A

second observer in the control sessions might attempt to construct a

decision tree of the generated alternatives as the discussion progresses.

These data will save the experimenter from having to make several passes

*- through the audio recordings of the sessions. Overall, special attention

should be given to monitoring the unaided groups and making sure that

there is an adequate audit trail of objectives discussed, alternatives

generated and evaluated, and votes taken. Periodic photographs of black-

boards and sequential numbering of paper used by control groups should

also be attended to.

Post-Experimental Debriefing

Groups should be reminded that they must develop a final reconzendation

at the end of their 3-hour session. When the session is complete, the

post-experimental attitude survey should be filled out by each member in-

dependently. Any verbal debriefing of the experiment by the experimenter

should keep in mind whether the subjects will be undergoing a subsequent

decision-making session (more on this in the Recommendations section below).

PROBLEMS AND RECOY2ENDATIONS

The evaluation exercises that were conducted made certain problems with

the group aiding system very apparent and the need for practical solutions

critical. Several recommendations to reduce the impact of these problems

are suggested below.

Timing

Timing is critical in crisis =mnagement decision-making situations. The

*."- team using the group aid in the current set of exercises was extremely

12
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passive in relation to the system, waiting for their alternatives or

attributes to be entered by the intermediator and for prompts from the

system to assign utilities or probabilities. Little discussion was

* carried on during these waiting periods despite prompts from the inter-

mediator. Moreover, much time was expended by the inter-mediator during

the first hour of the session in explaining each of the system's prompts

(for attributes, alternatives, utilities, probabilities, and conflict

resolution procedures), despite the fact that all of these elements had

been described during the prior training session.

It is suggested that the training session for the aided team be more ex-

tensive, to the point where the team appears to be able to use the system

entirely on its own. During the recent exercise, 20 minutes were spent

on decision analysis instruction and one-half hour on group aid instruc-

tion. Perhaps another one-half hour is tequired for more hands-on expe-

rience with the aid. This should reduce the need for intermediator ex-

_planations during the session and reduce team passivity since Members

*will be able to anticipate what the group aid requires them to do next.

- -Of course, extending the instruction time forthe aided group must be

-accompanied by increasing preparation time for the unaided group. Prep-

aration time for both types of groups should be equivalent.

Group Aid Limitations and Recommended Improvements

Several structured elements of the Aroup aid appe~red to inhibit team per-

formance. These can be rectified as suggested o

1. Vhen utility conflicts arise on alternatives, teams
should be automatically shown the degree of differences
before they are asked to decide on the procedure to re-
solve the conflict. These differences can be presented
graphically.

2. As one of several conflict rescluticn Trocedures (in
addition to MAL.! and averaging), teams should be
allowed to simply revote on the conflicting alterna-

- tive subsequent to group discussicn. s o:) tion
would save much time over the M'_Alj!. nrocedure.

13



- 3. Groups should be enabled to override the sensitivity
algorithm to access and expand action and event nodes
that have been assigned high value by the group.

4. In order to accomplish this in an unbiased fashion,
teams should automatically be shown the list of all
nodes included in the tree with rolled-back values

* after each new node is added to the tree.

5. The hard copy audit trail produced by the system should
%'ave the computer clock print out the "time expended to 1
generate alternatives at each node," as well as the
"time expended assigning values and probabilities to

- those alternatives." This will aid in monitorirg the
. percentage of time spent generating options and evaiu-

ating those options, respectively.

Experi-ental Design

The evaluation exercise indicated that unless very strict controls are

ta-en in selecting subjects and minimizing intergroup differences, it may

be difficult to validly compare aided with unaided group scores on the eval-

uation measures. In fact, it is probably impossible to contrcl completely

for team composition because not only must individual subjects be selected

on the basis of specific criteria, but their assignment to teams results in

the interaction of personalities and styles that cannot be completely antic-

ipated or controlled.

Therefore, rather than the "posttest-only" control group design used in the

current evaluation exercise, which is diagrammed below,1

R X 01

R 0

These designs are based on Campbell and Stanley (1963). in this and

the folloving diagram, X = exposure to an experimental treatment, 0 -
observation or measurement, and R = random assignment to conditions.

14
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where one group experiences the aid and the other does not, a "pretest-
-  posttest" control group design is recommended. It can be diagrammed as

", shown below,

R 01 X 02

R 03 04
L

* Two groups are employed: One receives the aid treatment after undergoing

an unaided session, and the second group undertakes two unaided sessions.

This design controls for the following threats to validity: history, mat-

uration, regression, and selection. Subjects must be randomized across

experimental and control conditions, but matching may be used prior to

randomizing. To control for subject mortality, the first and second

_decision-making sessions should be conducted on the same day. To control

for learning and testing effects, the problem-solving scenarios given to

- both the experimental and control groups should be balanced. To imple-

, ment this improved design, two scenarios must be developed of similar cc=-

I plexity and tasking.

Group Aid Utilization

Finally, it is recommended that the purpose for which the group aid was

developed be reevaluated. As presently formatted, the aid provides little

assistance to groups in generating alternatives and, in fact, may inhibit
this process by implicitly limiting the number of alternatives that can

__ be handled efficiently and intelligently in decision tree format by teams

under pressure. On the other hand, the decision analysis algorithms in

[ ,the group aid do appear to aid in evaluating and ranking the alterna-

tives that are generated.

Optimal utilization of the group aid, it would seem, should take advan-

tage of the structure it imposes on the alternative evaluation process,

"hile ridding teams of its inhibiting effects during the alternative pen-

eration process. It iF recommended that groups ini.ial': use proven idea
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generation and creativity processes such as brainstorming to develop a

rich set of options. With these options in hand, the group can then em-

ploy the group aid to structure, rank order, and evaluate their alterna-

tives by assigning values and probabilities. The separation of idea gen-

eration and evaluation procedures is likely to yield a rich and extensive

set of alternatives as noted by Stein (1975). Overall, implementation of

this recommendation will maximize the best elements of the group aid and

. may also yield higher quality decisions from participating groups.
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